Rights, Respect, Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum

Assessment Questions for Grades 9, 10, 11, & 12 (43 total Questions)
Correct answers are indicated by an “*”

**GRADE 9 (19 Questions)**

Grade 9, Lesson 1

Which of the following is NOT an indication of an abusive/controlling partner?
A. Keeping track of their partner’s whereabouts at all times
B. Encouraging their partner to follow their own pursuits*
C. Deciding what their partner can wear
D. Threatening their partner

Which of the following examples is considered rape?
A. Being attacked by while walking home at night
B. Being threatened to expose a secret if you don’t have sex
C. Being forced to have sex with your partner even through you’ve had sex with them before*
D. All of the above

What should you do if a friend is in an abusive relationship?
A. Do nothing.
B. Tell your friend to date someone else.
C. Tell your friend that they are stupid for staying with someone who is abusive.
D. Tell your friend that you are there for them. *

Grade 9, Lesson 2

What is one good way to communicate well?
A. Be specific*
B. Speak loudly
C. Gesture with your hands
D. Rush the other person

What are some causes of poor communication?
A. Being vague
B. Giving incomplete information
C. Not letting the other person ask questions
D. All of the above*
Grade 9, Lesson 5

Recommended assessment includes the contributions of the class and responses.

Which term describes a baby assigned as either boy or girl based on looking at their genitals at birth?
A. Gender
B. Biological sex*
C. Gender identity
D. Gender expression

If a person believes they are one gender in their mind, and sees that same gender when they look in the mirror, it is called:
A. Transgender
B. Gender identity
C. Cisgender*
D. Gender similarity

If a person believes they are one gender in their mind, but sees a different gender when they look in the mirror, it is called:
A. Transgender*
B. Gender identity
C. Cisgender
D. Gender similarity

Grade 9, Lesson 7

Recommended assessment includes the contributions of the class and responses.

Healthy relationships include being:
A. Consensual and non-exploitative
B. Concerned about consequences such as STDs and pregnancy
C. Respectful and caring
D. All of the above*

True or False? Pressuring someone to have sex when you know you both love each other is an example of a healthy relationship.
A. True
B. False*

True or False? Being concerned about keeping you and your partner free from STDs is part of a healthy relationship.
A. True*
B. False
Sexually Transmitted Diseases can be transmitted through:
A. Vaginal sex only  
B. Vaginal and anal sex  
C. Anal and oral sex  
D. Vaginal, anal, and oral sex*  

Which methods are 100% effective in prevention the transmission of all STDs?  
A. Abstinence*  
B. Abstinence and condoms  
C. Washing immediately after sex  
D. Condoms and birth control pills used together  

Which of the following is TRUE?  
A. Most contraceptives like the pill protect against both STDs and pregnancy.  
B. Condoms are the only contraceptives that protect against both STDs and pregnancy.*  
C. There are no contraceptive that protects against both STDs and pregnancy.  
D. None of the above are true.  

A person may experience a sudden, intense onset of severe flu-like symptoms two weeks after becoming infected with this virus:  
A. Chlamydia  
B. HPV  
C. Syphilis  
D. HIV*  

Vaccines are currently available for which of the following STDs?  
A. HPV and Hepatitis B*  
B. HPV and HIV  
C. Chlamydia and Gonorrhea  
D. Hepatitis B and HIV  

What is the most common symptom on an STD?  
A. Burning or itching in the genitals  
B. Discharge from the penis or vagina  
C. No symptom*  
D. Small bumps or sores  

True or False? There is one STD test that will test for all STDs.  
A. True  
B. False*
True or False? Teens must have a parent or guardian’s consent to be tested for STDS.
A. True
B. False*

GRADE 10 (12 Questions)

Grade 10, Lesson 1

What does the word “consent” mean?
A. When someone does what you want
B. When someone says yes under any circumstances
C. When someone gives in to your demand
D. When someone says yes without any coercion and with the full ability to do so*

Which of the following is an example of a clear “yes” demonstrating consent?
A. Someone saying “yes” when they have been drinking alcohol
B. Someone saying “yes” when they are half asleep
C. Someone saying “yes” when they have been using drugs
D. None of the above are examples of a clear “yes.” *

True or False? When someone doesn’t verbally say “no,” you can assume they mean “yes.”
A. True
B. False*

Grade 10, Lesson 2

In addition to preventing pregnancy, why might a teen want to use birth control?
A. To increase acne
B. To reduce cramping during periods*
C. To have heavier periods
D. All of the above

Which of the following might impact whether a person or a couple uses birth control?
A. Being afraid that a parent or caregiver might find out
B. Not having enough money
C. Embarrassed to go to a clinic or pharmacy
D. All of the above may be reasons*
Which birth control method protects against both STDs and pregnancy, is easily available over the counter, and is inexpensive?
A. The pill
B. The contraceptive patch
C. The IUD
D. The condom*

Grade 10, Lesson 4

Recommended assessment includes the contributions of the class and responses.

Regarding communication with a partner, which of the following is true?
A. If partners communicate differently, they should still be able to communicate.*
B. If partners communicate differently, they don’t need to figure out how to communicate.
C. Communication always improves with time in a relationship.
D. Communication is not that important in a relationship.

True or False? The more clearly people communicate in a relationship, the better that relationship will be.
A. True*
B. False

Grade 10, Lesson 5

Which of the following would be considered sexting?
A. Sending sexually explicit messages by text
B. Sending sexually explicit photos of yourself by text
C. Sending sexually explicit videos by text
D. All of the above*

What is a potential downside to sexting?
A. You can get into legal trouble
B. Sexts can be easily shared without your consent
C. Your partner can use them as blackmail
D. All of the above*

True or False? In Florida, it is illegal for a minor, someone under 18, to share or send a picture of someone that shows nudity.
A. True*
B. False
True or False? In Florida, someone found guilty of sexting may have a court trial, complete community service work, pay a fine, and/or complete a cyber-safety program.
A. True*
B. False

GRADE 11 (7 Questions)

Grade 11, Lesson 2

Which of the following is an example of a “personal” boundary?
A. A restricted area, such as a teacher’s lounge
B. Parameters around how things happen, such as doing homework before watching a movie
C. How much someone shares of their personal life, such as what they keep private*
D. Physical contact with another person, such as only being okay with holding hands

True or False? People may have different boundaries than their peers.
A. True*
B. False

True or False? You should always respect a person’s boundaries, even if they are different than yours.
A. True*
B. False

When someone is in a relationship, what are your rights and responsibilities when it comes to your boundaries and theirs?
A. Be vague, don’t push someone
B. Be patient, push someone gently if they need it
C. Be kind and avoid asking for consent
D. Be clear, don’t push, always ask for consent*

Grade 11, Lesson 3

Restraining and slapping in a relationship are examples of:
A. Psychological abuse
B. Emotional abuse
C. Sexual abuse
D. Physical abuse*

Telling a person that no one else would ever want to be with them and criticizing their appearance are examples of:
A. Psychological abuse
B. Emotional abuse*
C. Sexual abuse
D. Physical abuse
Forcing a person to do something sexual they don’t want to do is an example of:
A. Psychological abuse
B. Emotional abuse
C. Sexual abuse*
D. Physical abuse

GRADE 12 (5 Questions)

Grade 12, Lesson 2

Recommended assessment includes the contributions of the class and responses.

True or False? Past experiences, both positive and negative, may have an impact of whether people choose to do or not do something.
A. True*
B. False

Which of the following is true regarding messages about sexuality?
A. Teens receive a variety of messages about sexuality from different people in their lives.*
B. Teens only receive messages about sexuality from their peers.
C. Teens don’t receive messages about sexuality from different people in their lives.
D. Teens only receive messages about sexuality from their parents or caregivers.

Grade 12, Lesson 4

Recommended assessment includes the contributions of the class and responses.

True or False? All people who should get tested for STDs do go and get tested.
A. True
B. False*

What is the best way for someone to determine if they have an STD?
A. Look for symptoms
B. Wait to see if they get sick
C. Get tested*
D. All of the above are good ways

Which of the following is a reason a person might choose to get tested for STDs?
A. They had unprotected sex.
B. They found out their partner had sex with someone else.
C. They were excited about starting a new relationship and wanted to show their partner they care about them.
D. All of the above are reasons.*